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IS 395 Special Topics:  Globalization and Migrations - Working Syllabus
Tues and Thurs 3:00-4:15

Tuesday meetings -- Language and Computer Labs (the old Laundry Bldg)
Thursday meetings -- 1911 Bldg, room 110

Office Hours: Tues & Thurs 4:30-5:30                        Office:  1911 Bldg., Rm. 229
Email: nora_haenn@ncsu.edu			 Preferred communication: in person!

Course Description:  In the last year, international migration has transformed into one of the most pressing issues of our time. People from across the political spectrum ask themselves: Are all migrations the same? What choices do people have in deciding where to live and work? This class will consider the topic of migrations through the lens of globalization. Globalization involves the movement of people, goods, financial assets, and ideas across multiple international borders. More localized movements, such as those between two countries, can also be considered global when they display a widespread, patterned quality in multiple places throughout the world.
In the class, students will explore ideas associated with globalization and migration in academic literature and in the popular knowledge setting that is Wikipedia. Given how complex the topic can be and the way people writing on globalization and migration tend to try to persuade their audiences, our explorations will emphasize the neutral presentation of substantiated findings. The course guides students in identifying which topics in the area of globalization and migration have received relatively little attention on the Wikipedia universe. Students will then carry out their own research on topics of their choosing to bolster the information available to the broader reading public. In all, students will research and publish three, 250-500 word entries. These entries can be a sub-section of an existing Wikipedia page or constitute new pages.

Learning Outcomes:  At the end of this course, students will be able to:

·   Identify a range of approaches in migration studies.
·  Understand how language and the vocabulary surrounding a topic influences knowledge about that 
	topic.
·   Identify the structure of knowledge in Wikipedia (the difference between categories and 
sub-categories).
·   Research topics related to globalization and migrations in the peer-reviewed literature found in 
	various library databases.
·   Synthesize peer-reviewed literature for presentation in the public realm, i.e. Wikipedia.
·   Demonstrate improved writing skills.
·   Practice giving and receiving feedback, including feedback from anonymous readers of 
Wikipedia.



Grades: Assignments total 1000 possible points. Points will be converted to letter grades using the following scale:
 
A+  = 100-98%            B+  = 89-87%          C+ = 79-77%           	D   = 69-60%
A   =    97-93%        	B = 86-83%              C   = 76-73%           	F   below 60%
A-  =    92-90%           	B-  = 82-80%            C-  = 72-70%                	

Assignments:
300 points 	Graded drafts
150 points	Blog entries (graded on percent complete)
300 points	Homework 
100 points 	Attendance 
100 points	Final reflective paper 


Graded drafts: Over the course of the semester, you will write 3 articles/contributions to Wikipedia. Each article/contribution should be between 250-500 words. Each will be graded at two moments, at an early draft stage and at the time of posting. Each graded draft is worth 50 points. Drafts which will be graded are noted on the syllabus as “graded draft.” Altogether the graded drafts total 300 points.

Blog entries: Your blog will be located on course Moodle site.The blog consists of at least one entry each week of 250-500 words. Use your blog to discuss questions related to globalization and migration and/or reflect on the research and writing process. The blog will form the basis for the final, reflective paper due at the end of the course. (Notice: The paper will not repeat the blog, but it will employ the blog to take the reflective process to the next and final level for this course.) Final grades for blogs will be based on percent complete. A complete blog will contain between 3,500-7,000 words. Blogs that go over this word count will not receive extra credit.

Homework: This class focuses on the research and writing process as much as the product. As a consequence, homework assignments weigh heavily in the final grade. Activities that form part of the homework grade are listed with an asterisk * on the course schedule. All homework is due by the start of class on the date stipulated. Each homework assignment is worth 2% of the final grade.

Class attendance: Class attendance is required. For each unexcused absence, the student’s attendance grade will drop automatically by 10%. Thus, for one absence, the attendance grade will drop by 10%, for 2 absences by 20%, for 3 absences by 30%. In the case of 4 unexcused absences, the student will receive an F for the course. Please see university policy for what counts as an excused absence.

Attendance will be recorded at the beginning of class. Anyone not in the classroom when attendance is recorded will be marked absent. Students who arrive subsequent to this recording will be marked “tardy.” For each three tardies a student accumulates, the student will be counted as having an unexcused absence. If your schedule makes it difficult for you to arrive on time, be sure to let me know.

Final reflective paper: The final reflective paper should be 2,500-5,000 words in length. The paper is not a repetition of the blog. Instead, the reflective paper should choose one topic or theme from the blog (or course, if there is a theme you did not cover in your blog) and synthesize the course material associated with that topic/theme. Your paper should assess the topic/theme based on your informed opinion. In order to demonstrate that your opinion is informed, your reflection should include data and citations where appropriate. Final reflective papers will be graded according to the level of knowledge they present (see the first viewpoint noted in the grading philosophy below).


ADDITIONAL GRADING CONSIDERATIONS

Electronics Policy: Here’s a fact: students who text, email, Facebook or do other things on their phones or computers that have nothing to do with class are totally obvious and totally distracting. Out of respect and courtesy, please minimize all technological distractions during class time. We will be using computers extensively in class to complete course assignments. Please stick to those assignments!  If I notice you are engaging in non-course computer usage, I will mark your attendance record as tardy on the assumption that you have now missed a portion of class. As noted above, for each three tardies a student accumulates, the student will be counted as having an unexcused absence. (I am working on the assumption here that there is nothing going on in life that can’t wait one hour and fifteen minutes. Emergencies do come up, but my rule of thumb is the following: if neither campus sirens nor first responders have called on us to take action, it’s not an emergency. Also, it can help to make people miss you; somehow being unavailable can make you even more appealing to friends and family.)

Late Assignments: Assignments are due on the date listed in the course schedule. I mark late assignments down 25% for each 24 hours that passes after the due date. For example, if the assignment is due on Tuesday at 10:30, the assignment will be marked down 25% if handed in anytime between 10:31 on Tuesday and 10:30 on Wednesday.  The assignment will be marked down 50% if handed in anytime between 10:31 on Wednesday and 10:30 on Thursday, and so on.  If an assignment arrives at 10:31, I will likely assign it the higher grade. However, if the paper arrives closer to 11 a.m., I am unlikely to sway. 

Incomplete Assignments: Incomplete assignments will be assessed for quality after consideration of the missing work. For example, work that is 80%, 70%, or 60% will first be graded as a B, C, or D, respectively. Additional points may then be deducted based on the quality of the work. Work that is less than 60% complete will receive a failing grade.



GRADING PHILOSOPHY
What perspective do I bring to student grades? I generally combine 2 points of view, one that is simple and is based on different levels of knowledge and one that considers a student’s performance as a whole in the context of the class.
 
First point of view:  Grades can reflect different levels of knowledge, as follows:
D=comprehends material when text is at hand
C=comprehends material and is able to communicate that understanding without the aid of original text, i.e. has memorized and can verbalize the content of assignments
B= has memorized and can verbalize the content of assignments and connects the material at hand with other aspects of the class
A= achieves all the above and is able to say something new about how this material connects to other material
 
Second point of view: Grades reflect the whole of a student’s performance, as follows:
A: Outstanding.  Excellent.:  Indicates a student who demonstrates thorough knowledge of concepts and frameworks and exceptional skill in the application and articulation of those concepts and frameworks in satisfying course requirements.  Demonstrates the ability to analyze and synthesize materials from both inside and outside the classroom. Participates thoughtfully and extensively in class discussions and group exercises.  Is not late for or absent from class. B: Good.  Competent.:  Indicates a student who has good, above average, level of knowledge of concepts and frameworks together with considerable skill in using them to satisfy course requirements. Participates regularly in class discussions and group exercises.  Is rarely late for or absent from class.
 
C: Average.  Fairly Competent: 
Indicates a student who has a basic, acceptable level of knowledge of concepts and frameworks together with some skill in using them to satisfy course requirements.  Follows assignment directions and meets deadlines.  Participates in class discussions and groups exercises.  Is not late for or absent from class more than three times.
 
D: Below Expectations.  Passing:  Indicates a student who has minimal knowledge of concepts and frameworks and below average ability to use them to satisfy course requirements.  Communication skills below what is expected of a college student. Fails to attend regularly and to participate appropriately in class exercises.	
 
F: Well Below Expectations.  Failure: Indicates a student who shows little or no understanding of concepts and frameworks and is unable to relate materials from inside and outside the classroom. Student fails to seek assistance from appropriate resources for improvement; is consistently late in meeting course requirements; and is habitually late for or absent from class.  Fails to participate appropriately in classroom discussion and group exercises.

 
COURSE SCHEDULE
Please note: This syllabus contains the essential course information. While I have done my best to synchronize the course Wikiedu site and the course Moodle with the syllabus, neither is a substitute for the syllabus. Students are responsible for course directions as explained in the syllabus. Any changes to the syllabus will be made obvious via announcements posted to Moodle which automatically generates an email to your NCSU email account. 

Activities that form part of the homework grade are listed with an asterisk * below.

Week 1
Day 1, August 17: Introduction to the Wikipedia project
Homework for next class: 
Create an account (remember to use a pseudonym for your username!) and join the Wikiedu course page, using the enrollment link sent you.*
	From the Wikiedu course page, read the following 3 handouts: 
	Editing Wikipedia pages 1–5
	Evaluating Wikipedia
	Theories: Wikipedia and the Production of Knowledge (6 pages)
	Envision the final product: by following link to articles students at UCLA modified
	Take the online trainings in "Wikipedia essentials" and "Editing Basics."* 
	When you finish the trainings, practice by introducing yourself to a classmate on that classmate’s Talk page.*
	 Go to the course Moodle site to start your blog.


Week 2
Day 2, August 22:  Discussion: What's a content gap? 
Homework for next class: Vocabulary Comparison: Word Mapping & Wikipedia; follow directions on Wikiedu site.*
Day 3, August 24: Evaluate Wikipedia

Homework for next class: Add to an article; follow directions on Wikiedu site.*

Week 3
Day 4, August 29: Review and Troubleshoot “Add to an Article”
Homework for next class: Finalize Wikipedia entries you will modify. Write up a one-page, double-spaced justification for each of the three, 250-word entries you will create. Submit the three pages in all to the class Moodle site.*


Day 5, August 31: Finalize Choice of Pages You will Modify
Today, we review your choices as a group and troubleshoot any potential problems.
Homework for next class: 
	Keep Working on Blog Posts
	Choose your topic / Find your sources. Follow directions on Wikiedu site.*


Week 4 -- Blog check-in this week
Day 6, September 5: Discussion: Thinking about sources and plagiarism -- Guest Lecturer Dr. Hannah Rainey
Blog posts and press releases are considered poor sources of reliable information. Why?
	What are some reasons you might not want to use a company's website as the main source of information about that company?
	What is the difference between a copyright violation and plagiarism?
	What are some good techniques to avoid close paraphrasing and plagiarism?

Homework for next class: Complete 'Tracking Your Research' Exercise.* Submit to course Moodle site and bring completed handout to next class.
Day 7, September 7: Troubleshooting Literature Searches
Homework for next class: Watch this 4-minute video on “Anatomy of a Scholarly Article.” Read the 2-page handout posted on Moodle to understand how authors in the humanities and social sciences map out their arguments.
Week 5
Day 8, September 12: Individual Meetings With Professor
This week, we will meet as a class to continue the literature search. During the class period, the professor will carry out individual meetings to advance student projects.

Day 9, September 14: Individual Meetings With Professor
Homework for next class: Submit to course Moodle site a list of five sources for each topic area.*

Week 6
Day 10, September 19: Reading and Taking Notes Workshop
Homework for next class: Fill out Note Taking Worksheet for each of two articles. Submit to course Moodle site.*

Day 11, September 21: Moving from Notes to Write Up, Part 1
Homework for next class: Fill out Note Taking Worksheet for three articles that form a set with the articles from the previous class.Submit to course Moodle site.*

Week 7
Day 12, September 26: Moving from Notes to Write Up, Part 2
Homework for Next Class: In anticipation of drafting your article/contribution, complete the Analyzing Your Sources Worksheet using the articles from last week. Submit to course Moodle site.*
Day 13, September 28: Moving from Notes to Write Up, Part 3
Homework for next class: Read "Migration Rhetoric and Reality." We will use the rhetorical themes identified in this article for our discussion of neutrality next week.
Homework for next class: Keep working on Blog

Week 8 -- Blog check-in this week
Day 14, October 3: Discussion: Thinking about Wikipedia
Homework for next class: Complete the Analyzing Your Sources Worksheet for your remaining two topics. Submit to course Moodle site.*
Week 9
Day 15, October 10: Draft one of your articles/contributions in your sandbox (graded draft)
	Homework for next class: Expand/re-write your draft. Have a Content Expert review your
draft. See Wikiedu for directions.

Day 16, October 12: How to work with feedback workshop; visiting lecture 

Homework for next class: Peer review and copy edit.* See Wikedu site for directions.


Week 10
Day 17, October 17: Workshop - Addressing common problems

Homework for next class: Respond to your peer review.* See directions on Wikiedu.
Day 18. October 19: Troubleshooting the re-writing process

Homework for next class: Re-draft. Bolster data/evidence.*

Week 11
Day 19, October 24: Move your work to Wikipedia (graded draft)

Day 20, October 26: Walk away (seriously, no class meeting)
Homework for next class: How's the blog coming along? You probably now have lots to write about.

Week 12
Day 21, October 31: Blog Check-in; Writing for the Public Sphere
Homework for next class: Analyze sources for second article/contribution.
Day 22, November 2: Troubleshooting 2nd Article/Contribution
Homework for next class: Write draft of 2nd article/contribution, include one link in your article to an existing article on Wikipedia. Link to your own article from that same article (graded draft).

Week 13
Day 23, November 7: Peer review of 2nd article/contribution; choose 3 Wikipedia articles for SKEMA students today

Homework for next class: Respond to feedback by re-writing article/contribution.

Day 24, November 9: Re-visit first article/contribution for feedback from Wikipedia community/Copy-editing workshop.

Homework for next class: Finalize draft and move your work to Wikipedia (graded draft).


Week 14
Day 25, November 14: Meet up with SKEMA students

Homework for next class: Analyze sources for 3rd article/contribution

Day 26: November 16 Troubleshooting 3d Article/Contribution
Homework for next class: Write draft of 3rd article/contribution (graded draft).

Week 15
Day 27, November 21: Peer review of 3rd article/contribution  
Homework for next class: Respond to feedback by re-writing article/contribution.


Week 16
Day 28, November 28: Re-visit 2nd article/contribution for feedback from Wikipedia community


Day 29, November 30: Final writing Help

FINAL EXAM PERIOD Tuesday, December 12 at 1:00
Move your 3rd article/contribution to Wikipedia (graded draft) 
Finalize your 1st and 2nd articles/contributions on the Wikipedia site
Final Reflective Paper Due via Moodle
Meet to discuss final reflections

ADDITIONAL COURSE POLICIES:
Incompletes:  Incompletes will only be given if the student meets the university requirements outlined in the following document:  https://policies.ncsu.edu/regulation/reg-02-50-03/
 
Late Arrivals, Absences, and Attendance:  Attendance is required. There will be no makeup of missed assignments, exams, presentations and except as defined by University policy on excused absences. Anticipated absences must be cleared with the instructor before missing class. For more information on excused absences please consult: http://policies.ncsu.edu/regulation/reg-02-20-03
 
Academic Integrity:  Assignments in this class are intended to assess individual knowledge and understanding of the subject material addressed in this class. Cheating or plagiarism will not be tolerated. All individuals involved in an act of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Office of Student Conduct. Cheating or plagiarizing can result in a failing grade on a course assignment or a failing grade for the course as a whole. If you have any questions about what constitutes academic integrity and the potential penalties incurred therein, please consult: http://policies.ncsu.edu/policy/pol-11-35-01
 
Open Learning Environment:  The intention and structure of university level courses are to provide open, thoughtful forums for a wide variety of topics. While discussing these topics, students shall not discriminate on the basis of “race, color, religion, creed, sex, national origin, age, disability or veteran status” as outlined in the University’s Unlawful Harassment Policy, available at: http://policies.ncsu.edu/category/campus-environment/non-discrimination
 
If you have a concern in this regard, please contact the Equal Opportunity Office at 515-3148, or contact the instructor.

Physical or Learning Disabilities:  Reasonable accommodations will be made for students with verifiable disabilities. In order to take advantage of available accommodations, students must register with Disability Services for Students at 1900 Student Health Center, Campus Box 7509, 515-7653, and present the instructor with a letter indicating what types of accommodations will be required. Please consult: http://policies.ncsu.edu/regulation/reg-02-20-01 for more information on NC State’s policy on working with students with disabilities.

Statement regarding online communication: This course involves electronic sharing or posting of work that may be personally identifiable to persons not taking or administering the course. I encourage all students to employ a pseudonym while working on Wikipedia to protect their identities. We will be discussing privacy on the internet during class. In the meantime, students will be asked to sign a consent form allowing disclosure of their personally identifiable work. No student is required to sign the consent form as a condition of taking the course. If a student does not want to sign the consent form, he or she has the right to ask the instructor for an alternative, private means of completing the coursework.

